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The South African fishing industry. Wholesale value of production: 2016

Fishery Catch
( Tons )

Landings/
sales

( Tons )

Wholesale 
value

( R’000 )

% of total
value

     
Demersal: Offshore Trawl 161 129 93 968 3 927 000 37.6

Demersal: Inshore Trawl 6 956 4 106 131 793 1.3

Total Demersal Trawl 168 085 98 074 4 058 793 38.8

    
Purse Seine (Pelagic) 400 681 400 681 3 210 924 30.7

Rock Lobster (SC) 735 471 351 196 3.4

Rock Lobster (WC) 1 260 1 260 537 516 5.1

Crustacean Trawl 181 181 17 859 0.2

Squid (jigging) 8 499 8 499 781 908 7.5

Tuna Pole 2 806 2 806 124 009 1.2

Line Fish 4 299 4 299 109 763 1.1

Longline Shark Demersal 57 57 1 197 0.0

Longline Tuna 2 450 2 450 123 367 1.2

Abalone 85 85 59 500 0.6

Demersal Longlining 9 027 9 027 338 600 3.2

Miscellaneous Nets 643 643 10 433 0.1

Oysters 42 42 3 300 0.0

Aquaculture 4 802 4 802 696 000 6.7

Seaweed 9 003 6 275 23 566 0.2

Total 612 655 539 652 10 447 931 100

Source: Department of Agriculture, Forestry & Fisheries 

The 52 right-holders represented by the South African Deep-Sea Trawling 
Industry Association produce approximately 38% of the wholesale value of 
the fishing industry as a whole. 



Foreword
Ever since its very first meeting in 1974, a careful record has been kept of the discussions of, and 
decisions taken, by the SADSTIA Executive Committee. The neatly typed minutes of every SADSTIA 
meeting are carefully filed in large volumes at the SADSTIA offices, providing valuable insight into 
the development of the deep-sea trawl fishery over the past 44 years – from a fishery that was 
once seriously overfished by foreign fleets, to one that is transformed, sustainable and making an 
important contribution to social and economic wellbeing in South Africa today. 

In spite of SADSTIA’s careful record keeping, this Annual Review is the first of its kind. Its purpose is to 
document the progress made during the calendar year 2017 and to highlight the many successes 
achieved by the Association and its members over this period. These include the continued 
certification of our fishery by the Marine Stewardship Council, the successful funding of an observer 
programme that provides good information for stock assessment purposes, and the signing of a 
code of conduct that is helping our skippers and fishing crews to work more constructively with 
longliners on the fishing grounds. 

We are also proud of the progress made with the Trawl Bycatch Fishery Conservation Project 
and the Benthic Trawl Experiment. Both of these initiatives are undertaken in partnership with 
the Department of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries and a host of scientific and environmental 
organisations. For SADSTIA, these partnerships are very important because they demonstrate that 
government, industry and the scientific and environmental communities are all invested in the 
success of our fishery. 

One of the aspects of our fishery that is not usually acknowledged is the social and economic role it 
plays, particularly in the Western Cape Province. On page 18 to 23 we highlight some of the many ways 
our members are working to improve conditions within the communities in which they 
operate, offering training and youth development opportunities and contributing 
significantly to organisations that tackle hunger and poverty on the ground. 

SADSTIA is proud of all the work that is showcased in this Annual Review and we 
trust you will be impressed by the milestones achieved in 2017. As always, we 
welcome the feedback of our stakeholders.  

Terence Brown
SADSTIA chairman
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AChievemenTS 2017

Elected a new Executive Committee, more 
representative of SADSTIA members.

Provided modelling support for the annual 
stock assessment of hake.

Funded and supported a scientific observer 
programme that contributes to the 
management of the trawl fishery for hake.

Completed a successful surveillance audit as 
required by the Marine Stewardship Council.

Signed a Code of Conduct with the South 
African Hake Longline Association.

Participated in the three-year Offshore Trawl 
Bycatch Fishery Conservation Project. 

Supported the Safeguard our Seabed Coalition. 

SADSTIA Secretary appointed to the new 
Stakeholder Advisory Council of the MSC. 

WhAT iS SADSTiA and what does it do? 

Represent the trawler owners 
and operators active in the 
deep-sea trawl fishery for hake

Promote an understanding of 
the deep-sea trawling industry 
and the vital role it plays in the 
ocean economy

Support the infrastructure 
required for science-based 
fisheries management
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GOALS FOR 2018

Participate fully in the policy development process 
ahead of the Fishing Rights Allocation Process of 
2020 (FRAP 2020). 

Work with the Demersal Scientific Working Group 
to implement a revised Operational Management 
Procedure (OMP–18) in time to recommend total 
allowable catches for the 2019 fishing season. 

Prepare for the re-certification of the South African 
trawl fishery for hake by the Marine Stewardship 
Council, to begin in 2019. 

With the collaboration of DAFF, the University 
of Cape Town, South African Environmental 
Observation Network and the South African National 
Biodiversity Institute, complete the final research 
cruise of the five-year Benthic Trawl Experiment. 

In partnership with WWF-South Africa, establish a 
Fisheries Internship Programme for graduates with 
an interest in a career in fisheries management. 

Ensure adequate observer coverage of the inshore 
trawl grounds and monitor trawler/seabird 
interactions on these grounds. 

Keep lines of communication open between the 
DAFF, Department of Environmental Affairs and the 
Benguela Current Convention around the subject 
of transboundary fisheries management. 

WhAT iS SADSTiA and what does it do? 

Strive to achieve industry best 
practice with respect to labour 
relations, safety and quality

Engage with stakeholders 
including Government, fisheries 
scientists, environmental NGOs 
and interest groups and the 
broader fishing industry

Create an enabling 
environment for 
sustainable fishing

CURRENT CONVENTION

�
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The South African deep-sea trawling industry 
A viTAL COnTRibuTOR TO The OCeAn eCOnOmy  
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The South African deep-sea trawling industry 
A viTAL COnTRibuTOR TO The OCeAn eCOnOmy  

> R5 billion per year in sales

Over 7 050 employees

62.36% black owned1

> R7 billion in investments (vessels and processing assets) 

59 deep-sea trawlers with a replacement value of R3.2 billion 

R325 million per year paid in levies and taxes

R42 million per year spent on skills development

R1.24 billion per year spent with >50% black-owned  suppliers

> R4.4 million per year spent on Corporate Social Investment 

The deep-sea trawl fishery for hake is sustainable and well-managed.  
It is the only fishery in Africa to be certified by the  
Marine Stewardship Council 

1 As measured by the independent empowerment research and rating agency, Empowerdex in 2016.

Community 
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OveRvieW of the South African deep-sea trawling industry 

The main fishing grounds and the centres of fishing: Cape Town, Saldanha, Gansbaai, Mossel Bay and Port Elizabeth.

Source: Wilkinson, S. & Japp, D. 2005. Description and evaluation of hake-directed trawling intensity on benthic habitat in South Africa.  Cape Town, Fisheries & Oceanographic Support Services, 
69 pp. Available at http://www.sadstia.co.za/assets/uploads/SubstrateReport-Draft11.pdf
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Deep water hake (Merluccius paradoxus)

Shallow water hake (Merluccius capensis) 

The industry is centred in the Western Cape, but also has a presence in 
the Eastern Cape and Northern Cape provinces. It provides good jobs – 
with regular wages, employee benefits and opportunities for career 
progression – in coastal towns and cities. The fishing fleet operates out 
of Cape Town, Saldanha, Gansbaai, Mossel Bay and Port Elizabeth. 
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OveRvieW of the South African deep-sea trawling industry 
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In the deep-sea trawling industry, right-holders generally do not conduct business as “one ship, one quota” 
entities. Instead, they work together in clusters to optimise the use of fishing rights or vessels. Although 52 
fishing rights were allocated in 2006, a degree of consolidation has taken place. This has optimised the efficiency 
of the fishing fleet. The members of SADSTIA are listed here according to the clusters in which they work.

2 In December 2017, Sea Harvest announced that it had entered into negotiations to lead a consortium to purchase  
the entire fishing business of Viking Fishing Holdings, including certain subsidiaries, affiliates and joint venture partners.

CluSTer CompAny

I&J Cluster Irvin & Johnson (Pty) Ltd. 

Sea Harvest Cluster Sea Harvest Corporation Ltd. Vuna Fishing Co. (Pty) Ltd.

Viking Cluster2

Viking Fishing Co. (Deep-sea) (Pty) Ltd.  
Anglo Mar Fishing Rights Company (Pty) Ltd. 
Hangberg Fishing Company (Pty) Ltd.  
New South Africa Fishing Enterprises (Pty) Ltd.  
Quayside Fish Suppliers (Pty) Ltd.  
Selecta Sea Products (Pty) Ltd.  
Sistro Trawling (Pty) Ltd. 

Siyaloba Fishing Enterprises (Pty) Ltd.  
J & J Visserye BK.  
Ziyabuya Fishing (Eastern Cape) 
Bayview Fishing (Pty) Ltd.  
Luzizi Fishing (Pty) Ltd.  
Noordkaap Visserman Onderneming 
DMA Fishing Enterprises (Pty) Ltd. 

oceana Cluster

Amawandle Hake (Pty) Ltd.   
Combined Fishing Enterprises CC.    
Ntshonalanga Fishing (Pty) Ltd.    
Pellsrus Historical Fishing Corp CC.    
Snoek Wholesalers (Pty) Ltd.    
Blue Continent Products (Pty) Ltd.    
Bhana Coastal Fishing CC.   

Azanian Fishing (Pty) Ltd.    
BP Marine Fish Products CC.    
J Engelbrecht Visserye CC.    
Hoxies Holdings (Pty) Ltd.    
Community Workers Fishing Ent (Pty) Ltd.    
Ntuitif (Pty) Ltd.    
Eigelaars Bote (Edms) Bpk.    
Premier Fishing SA

eyethu Cluster Eyethu Fishing  (Pty) Ltd. 

echalar Cluster Mayibuye Fishing (Pty) Ltd.  
Offshore Fishing Company (Pty) Ltd. 

Tradeforth 13 (Pty) Ltd.  
KhoiQwa Fishing Development Company (Pty) Ltd. 

Da olim Cluster Impala Fishing (Pty) Ltd. 
Usuthu Fishing CC.

Rainbow Nation Fishing CC.

Basani Cluster ZWM Fishing (Pty) Ltd. 
Basani Fishing (Pty) Ltd. 

Visko Seeprodukte (Pty) Ltd.

Dyer eiland Cluster Dyer Eiland Visserye (Edms) Bpk EFH Walters Trawling (Pty) Ltd.
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The year in RevieW 

Trevor Wilson, Terence Brown, Johann Augustyn, Innocent Dwayi, Arthur Shipalana and Madoda Khumalo.

The year 2017 was a particularly significant one for the South African Deep-Sea Trawling Industry 
Association. In June, the existing members of the SADSTIA executive committee (EXCO) stood back 
from their long-standing positions on the Association’s decision-making body and a group of four 
executives, who are more representative of the ownership of the deep-sea trawling industry, was 
elected to take their place. The new members are:

•	 Terence Brown, operations director of Sea 
Harvest

•	 Innocent Dwayi, group employee relations 
manager and human resources manager 
at I &J

•	 Trevor Wilson, shareholder in the Viking 
Fishing Group of companies

•	 Madoda Khumalo, strategic services 
executive at Sea Harvest.

Arthur Shipalana, a director of ZWM Fishing, 
Visko See Produkte and Basani Fishing and a 
long-standing member of the SADSTIA EXCO, 
retained his position. Terence Brown and 
Innocent Dwayi were elected chairman and 
vice-chairman of SADSTIA, respectively, and 
Madoda Khumalo was elected as the head of 
the Association’s Scientific Committee. 

Johann Augustyn, who was appointed SADSTIA 
secretary in 2014, continues to take responsibility 
for the day-to-day running of Association. He is 
currently working with intern, Fisokuhle Mbatha, 
who was recently appointed as research 
assistant and will start work in this capacity on 
1 May 2018.  

Prior to stepping aside as chairman of SADSTIA, 
Tim Reddell, group operations director of Viking 
Fishing, served 15 (non-consecutive) terms 
as chairman of the Association. Mr Reddell is 
acknowledged for the major contribution he 
made towards advancing the interests of the 
deep-sea trawling industry over a period of 21 
years. 
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Stock assessment 
Over the past two decades, the Marine Resource Assessment and Management (MARAM) group at 
the University of Cape Town has contributed significantly to the management of the hake fisheries 
through a contractual relationship with the Department of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries 
(DAFF). In 2017, SADSTIA provided a guarantee of bridging finance to MARAM in order to allow the 
group to continue to utilise its expertise in stock assessment for the benefit of the fishing industry, 
while DAFF was following a process to appoint a new service provider. 

In December, stock assessment experts attending 
the International Fisheries Stock Assessment Review 
Workshop at the University of Cape Town (UCT) 
discussed the pending review of the Operational 
Management Plan (OMP) used to manage the hake 
fisheries. Sean Cox of Canada, Daniel Howell of Norway 
and André Punt of the United States made a series of 
recommendations that will strengthen and improve 
the review process. 

OMPs are generally updated every three to five years 
so that they may accommodate changing fishing 
practices and new knowledge about the behaviour or 

The status of the stocks
Fish stocks fluctuate naturally and in 2014, after six consecutive 
years of increased catch rates, the hake fishery entered a 
downward phase. The TAC was reduced slightly in 2015 and 
held steady at 147 500 tons in 2016. Further cuts were made in 
2017 and 2018. The TAC for 2018 is 133 119 tons.

Stocks of deep water hake (Merluccius paradoxus) which have 
been fluctuating around Maximum Sustainable Yield (MSY)3 
for several years are now thought to be above MSY. This will be 
confirmed during the Marine Stewardship Council surveillance 
audit that is scheduled for May 2018. Stocks of shallow water 
hake (M. capensis) remain above MSY.

3 MSY is theoretically, the largest yield (or catch) that can be taken from a species’ stock over an 
indefinite period. The concept of MSY is fundamental to the notion of “sustainable harvest”. It aims to 
maintain the population size at the point of maximum growth rate by harvesting the individuals that 
would normally be added to the population, allowing the population to continue to be productive 
indefinitely.

composition of fish stocks. The OMP 
currently used for the South African 
hake fishery was adopted by the 
Demersal Scientific Working Group 
in 2014 and has been used to set 
total allowable catches (TACs) for all 
the hake fisheries, including the hake 
deep-sea trawl and hake inshore trawl 
fisheries since then. It will be reviewed 
and updated in time to recommend 
TACs for the 2019 fishing season. 

The year in RevieW 
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The Marine Stewardship Council certification 
The continued certification of the South African trawl fishery for hake by the Marine Stewardship Council (MSC)
is contingent upon SADSTIA addressing a set of clearly defined conditions. These conditions apply to five (out of 
31) performance indicators for which the fishery scored less than the required 80% during the 2015 assessment. 
As is required by the MSC, SADSTIA has compiled a Client Action Plan for Meeting the Conditions for Continued 
Certification (CAP); its progress towards achieving the milestones set out in the CAP is measured during the 
surveillance audits that are conducted by the MSC each year. 

The second surveillance audit of the current 
certification period was completed by the MSC in 
May 2017. Responsible officials of the DAFF provided 
the necessary support to the team of auditors and, as 
a result, it proceeded very smoothly and favourably. 

During 2017, SADSTIA made good progress with 
meeting most of the milestones set out in the CAP.  
For instance, the Association has taken important 
steps towards protecting benthic habitats from the 
impacts of trawling. The SADSTIA-supported Benthic 
Trawl Experiment proceeded as planned and the first 
results of this five-year study are expected in mid-2018.  
(See page 15.) Although the declaration of 22 new 
marine protected areas (MPAs) by the Department of 
Environmental Affairs has met with some obstacles, 
SADSTIA intends to begin the process of recognising 
the designated MPAs as voluntary, de facto trawl 
exclusion areas. 

In 2017 SADSTIA fell behind in its endeavours to 
collect information about the impact of trawling 
on endangered, threatened and protected (ETP) 
species, particularly seabirds, in inshore areas (waters 
shallower than 100 m). The allocation of long-term 
rights to the inshore trawl fishery in December 
2016 led to a fundamental change in right-holders 
and a lengthy interruption of fishing. This frustrated 
SADSTIA’s attempts to increase observer coverage on 
inshore trawlers. However, renewed efforts to gather 
this information have been made and by early 2018, 
observer coverage was on track. 

There has been some concern around the status of 
the deep-water hake (Merluccius paradoxus) stock in 
recent years, but SADSTIA continues to follow the 
stock rebuilding strategy set out in the CAP. Recent 
assessments suggest that the stock is currently above 
MSY.  

The year in RevieW 

A Code of Conduct
One of the final duties conducted by Mr Reddell in his capacity as chairman of SADSTIA was to negotiate and 
sign a Code of Conduct between SADSTIA and the South African Hake Longline Association (SAHLLA). The Code 
of Conduct aims to reduce conflicts between trawlers and longline fishing vessels that target hake on shared 
fishing grounds. It sets out a communication protocol for officers on trawlers and longline fishing vessels, with 
the objective of improving communication and thereby avoiding conflicts. 

The Code of Conduct also sets out the procedures to be followed if and when there are transgressions of the 
Code. Rather than individual skippers or fishing companies handling transgressions, these are managed by the 
industry associations, SADSTIA and SAHLLA. 
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The year in RevieW 

Following an independent governance review 
in June 2017, the MSC Board of Trustees decided 
to replace the MSC’s longstanding Stakeholder 
Council with a 15-member Stakeholder Advisory 
Council. SADSTIA secretary, Dr Johann Augustyn, was 
invited to serve on this body which provides critical 
stakeholder perspectives and advice to the MSC.

SADSTIA is represented on the MSC Stakeholder Advisory Council

Dr Johann Augustyn

SADSTIA considers the MSC 
to be the “gold standard” 
of seafood sustainability 
certification schemes. The 
Association is honoured by 
Dr  Augustyn’s participation 
in this eminent global forum.

The Marine Stewardship Council
The MSC is an independent, non-profit organisation that sets a standard for sustainable 
fishing and uses an eco-label to recognise and reward fisheries that meet the standard

The South African trawl fishery for hake was first certified as “sustainable and well-managed” 
by the MSC in 2004. It was re-assessed and re-certified in 2010, and again in 2015. In each 
case, certification followed a rigorous 12-month re-assessment process during which an 
independent certification agency scrutinised every aspect of the fishery’s management. The 

South African trawl fishery for hake is one of approximately 286 fisheries in 36 
countries that are certified to the MSC standard. It is the only fishery in Africa 
to have achieved MSC certification.

Fisheries scientist, Jessica Escobar, 
samples hake from the research vessel, 

Dr Fridtjof Nansen. The South African 
trawl fishery for hake is among the  

best researched and managed 
 in the world.   

Photo: Capfish.
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Safeguard our Seabed 
During 2017, SADSTIA continued to support the Safeguard 
our Seabed Coalition, a group of organisations that is 
pursuing a moratorium on marine phosphate mining 
in South Africa. The coalition includes organisations 
representing the interests of commercial and small-scale 
fishing, organised labour and the environment sector. 

SADSTIA has contributed to, and assisted with the 
dissemination of, a series of scientific studies on seabed 
mining, with a view to providing information for rational 
decision-making around this issue. The Association also 
participated in a television documentary screened by the 
environmental programme 50/50, which explained the 
threat of seabed mining to the general public.  

Fisheries observer, Ayanda Golo, 
measures and examines a hake sample. 

Photo: Capfish

The year in RevieW 
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The scientific observer programme
Since 2005, SADSTIA has contracted Capricorn Marine Environmental to deploy scientific observers 
on hake trawlers for the purposes of collecting information on operational aspects of the trawl fishery; 
spatial and temporal patterns of the stocks exploited; catch rates and species splits for shallow water 
and deep water hake; catches of primary bycatch species (monk, snoek and kingklip) and secondary 
bycatch species; and data on interactions between trawlers and seabirds. 

In general, observer coverage has increased since 2008 and observers are currently deployed for 
approximately 90 days per month. In May 2016, observer deployments on vessels working in the 
inshore fishery were increased. This was the result of increasing attention on the hake fishery on the 
Agulhas Bank, and east of the Bank. The focus is on studying interactions between the fishery and 
ETP species, most notably seabirds, but samples of hake and a full spectrum of target species are 
routinely taken. 

Observer coverage has also increased to take into account the requirements of the Offshore Trawl 
Bycatch Fishery Conservation Project (see p. 16). 

The SADSTIA observer programme has proved to be very useful for the management of the South 
African hake resource. Feedback from scientists using the data collected by SADSTIA has been 
positive and observer data is deemed to be reliable and of a high quality. 
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THE SADSTIA OBSERVER PROGRAMME

The SADSTIA observer programme has deployed scientific observers on 1 057 fishing voyages 
since 2005 (an average of 81 trips per year). Observers have recorded 7 629 observer days (an 
average of 587 days per year) and 17 334 trawls (an average of 1 333 per year). Over this period, 
observers spent an average of 49 days at sea per month. The mean length of observer trips was 
about seven days and an average of 16 trawls was sampled per trip. SADSTIA deployments cover 
both the wetfish fleet (5 to 10 day trips) and freezer vessel trips, which can be as long as six weeks 
at a time. 

The year in RevieW 
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The year in RevieW 

Communications and outreach
World Fisheries Day is celebrated all over the world on November 21 and in 2017, SADSTIA and several of its members 
were pleased to participate in the DAFF World Fisheries Day celebration in Saldanha. 

The event took place over three days and attracted members of west coast fishing communities, several hundred 
learners and the media. 

SADSTIA contributed to the transport of primary school learners to the World Fisheries Day venue so that they could 
attend a learner outreach and education programme presented by DAFF officials. The programme included, among 
other things, exposing learners to some of the many careers available in the field of marine science and fisheries 
management. 

At the close of the World Fisheries Day activities, then Deputy Minister General Bheki Cele addressed a gathering of 
west coast fisherfolk. SADSTIA chairman, Terence Brown, was honoured to share the podium with the honourable 
Deputy Minister, Councillor Ezelle Mankay of the Saldanha Bay Municipality, and community leader Danville Smith.

Thapelo Senyolo, an intern 
in the DAFF’s Operation 
Phakisa Delivery Unit, 
interacts with learners at 
the 2017 World Fisheries 
Day event in Saldanha. 
SADSTIA and several of its 
members were sponsors 
of the event.

CURRENT CONVENTION

Transboundary fisheries research and management  
In 2013, South Africa, Namibia and Angola signed the Benguela Current 
Convention (BCC), with the objective of promoting the sustainable development 
of the Benguela Current Large Marine Ecosystem. The Convention entered into 
force on 10 December 2015 after its ratification by all three countries.  It was 
registered with the Secretary General of the United Nations on 13 July 2016. 

SADSTIA chairman, Terence Brown, attended the Science and Management 
Forum of the BCC in November 2017, providing the Association with an opportunity to share ideas with Namibian 
fisheries authorities and fishing industry representatives about a BCC proposal to share the management of deep 
water hake stocks. It is hoped that there will be engagement and discussion between stakeholders – DAFF, the BCC 
and the fishing industry itself – around transboundary fisheries management in 2018.   
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The year in RevieW 

The Benthic Trawl Experiment 
In January 2017, a team of scientists completed the fourth of a planned five research cruises on the 
trawl grounds known as Karbonkel. The grounds are located off the coast of the Northern Cape at an 
average depth of 400 m. Prior to 2014, trawlers were allowed to fish the entire Karbonkel grounds, 
but in subsequent years they have been restricted to fishing in two out of five trawl lanes. This is 
to enable researchers working on the Benthic Trawl Experiment (BTE) to compare the sealife in the 
trawled and untrawled lanes, with the ultimate goal of determining the impact that trawling has on 
seabed ecosystems. 

The BTE is conducted from the South African research vessel, Ellen Khuzwayo, and researchers are using 
a sophisticated underwater camera and a simple benthic grab to photograph and collect samples of 
the animals living on or in seabed sediments. Most important is the emergent macrofauna – animals 
like sea anemones and sea pens – and animals that live in the sediment itself, like heart urchins and 
crabs. The researchers are also studying the structure of the sediment to see if it is influenced in any 
way by repeated trawling. 

The experiment is expected to address critical gaps in knowledge of the long-term effects of trawling 
and the capacity of deep-sea habitats to recover from such impacts. 

Although the BTE is the first experiment of its kind in South Africa, similar experiments have been 
conducted in other parts of the world and SADSTIA has participated in a ground-breaking international 
initiative to determine the global impacts of trawling. This study was conducted by a team of 16 
researchers who analysed data from trawl fisheries around the globe. They published their results 
in Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences in July 2017 and determined that the impacts of 
trawling are highly variable – recovery times for plants and animals disturbed by trawling depend on 
the type of gear used and a range of environmental variables. 

Sealife captured by the underwater camera 
deployed on the Karbonkel trawl grounds by 

the research vessel, Ellen Khuzwayo (clockwise 
left to right): kingklip with raspberry starfish; 

hake; jacopever; monk fish; ribbon eels and 
spider crab; anemone and starfish.

The South African research vessel, Ellen 
Khuzwayo has provided an ideal research 
platform for the Benthic Trawl Experiment 
which entered its fourth year in 2017.   
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The year in RevieW 

Fishery Conservation Project makes excellent progress  
In 2017, the South African Offshore Trawl Bycatch Fishery Conservation Project (FCP) entered its second year 
of implementation. The project is jointly funded and managed by SADSTIA and the conservation organisation, 
WWF, and designed to support the activities of the Demersal Scientific Working Group (DSWG) of the DAFF. Its 
objective is to fundamentally improve data collection for, and the management of, non-target species in the 
deep-sea trawl fishery and ultimately move certain species off the orange and red lists of the Southern African 
Sustainable Seafood Initiative (WWF-SASSI) and on to the green list. 

During the year under review, important progress was 
made in meeting the project’s key objectives. Most 
notably, the DSWG completed replacement yield 
analyses (RYA) for seven priority bycatch species. These 
are ribbonfish, angelfish, Cape dory, biscuit skate, Cape 
gurnard and panga. RYA is an alternative approach to 
stock assessment and is generally applied in instances 
where precise estimates of catches and abundance 
are unavailable. Plans are in place to undertake RYAs 
for a further eight species. 

other important achievements recorded by the 
FCp during the year include: 

 � The observer protocol was revised so that scientific 
observers deployed on trawlers can collect more 
refined data on discards. The new protocol allows 
data to be gathered at the drag level and at the 
species level. This will go a long way to better 
understanding the practice of discarding bycatch 
species. SADSTIA will fund the analysis of the data 
on discards, with a budget of R50 000 per year 
being allocated for this purpose. 

 � In partnership with I&J and UCT, the project agreed 
to adopt an innovative approach to quantifying 
discards and the offal produced by trawlers. Three 
cameras have been placed on the freezer trawler, 
Bluebell, to monitor the offal chute, the discard 
chute and the stocker ponds. The cameras are 
activated by motion sensors and record the ship’s 
geographical position at the time of activation. 
The footage produced by the cameras is expected 
to enable researchers to quantify the discarding of 
bycatch species, and gain a better understanding 
of the spatial distribution of catches. 

 � Ten interviews were conducted with skippers 
to better understand how bycatch is recorded 
in vessel logbooks. The interview findings were 
used to recommend changes to the structure and 
content of the logbooks so as to ensure better 
representation of bycatch species.  This should 
ultimately result in better catch per unit effort 
estimates. 

 � The traceability protocol of Selecta Sea Products, 
a hake processor, was benchmarked against WWF 
traceability principles. Indications are that the 
Selecta traceability protocol is comprehensive 
and an initiative is underway to compare 
protocols across the industry to determine how 
they compare to those of Selecta. 

The FCP will be completed in 2018. Its major deliv-
erables include a stakeholder analysis of the deep-sea 
trawl fishery, a report on the socio-economic impacts 
of the fishery, a guiding document that sets out the 
ecosystem approach to fisheries (EAF) objectives for 
the fishery (similar to an EAF management plan) and 
the establishment of a traceability protocol. 

At the close of the three-year FCP, it is expected that at 
least six of the 12 non-target species will have improved 
their status on the SASSI list and the DAFF will have in 
place basic assessment and management procedures 
for 15 species.
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The year in RevieW 

Fish worker, Bomikazi Senteni, 
is one of a team of skilled 

women who skin, fillet and 
prepare shark meat for export 

to Australia. Sharks that are 
landed by inshore and deep-

sea trawlers are considered 
valuable bycatch species. Every 

part of the shark is processed 
and marketed.   

Once they are prepared for export, 
fillets of John Dory bear little 

resemblance to the curious deep-sea 
species that is caught alongside hake 

in the nets of the deep-sea trawl 
fishery.  

SADSTIA intern, Fisokuhle Mbatha, is responsible for 
managing SADSTIA’s contribution to the South African 
Offshore Trawl Bycatch FCP. 

Ms Mbatha joined SADSTIA in April 2017 and graduated 
with a Masters Degree in Applied Marine Science from 
the University of Cape Town in July. 

Ms Mbatha is one of several young professionals to be 
placed in appropriate organisations by WWF’s Graduate 
Internship Programme. The Programme enables young 
professionals with qualifications in the fields of natural 
science, law, engineering, business or social science to 
gain valuable experience, build meaningful networks 
and contribute to the long-term improvement of the 
environment.

Ms Mbatha works closely with SADSTIA secretary, Johann 
Augustyn, on a full spectrum of issues relating to the 
management of the deep-sea trawl fishery. She will take 
up a full-time position as research assistant with SADSTIA 
in May 2018. 
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A time-honoured tradition  

I&J has provided a weekly donation of 180 kilograms of fish to the Service Dining Rooms in Cape 
Town for at least 80 years. The earliest existing record of I&J’s involvement with the Service Dining 
Rooms dates back to 1949, but it is very likely that the tradition began even earlier than that. 

The Service Dining Rooms were founded in 1933 
in the wake of the Great Depression. Originally, 
patrons paid a “tickey” (three pence) for a hot 
meal and the concept of “the tickey meal” has 
remained a central tenet of the Service Dining 
Rooms – the organisation emphasises that the 
meals are not provided as a form of charity; 
people who visit the Service Dining Rooms pay 
for their meals. 

Today the Service Dining Rooms is at the centre 
of a comprehensive social services network that 
strives to provide services to the poor and the 
homeless of Cape Town. These services include 
skills development and job placements. But, in 
spite of the expanded role the organisation has 
taken on over the past decade, it continues to 
provide by far the cheapest meal in town – just 
as I&J continues to donate fresh fish in the same 
spirit it did 80 years ago. 

Each year, SADSTIA members invest at least  

R4.4 million  
in the communities in which they operate. The community 
building initiatives highlighted here provide a snapshot of 

the industry’s corporate social investment activities in 2017. 

Community 

building

Community 

building
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Opportunities for South African youth  
Youth unemployment in South Africa is more than 38% and young people need all the help they 
can get to find work. Over the past five years, SADSTIA members have rolled out a comprehensive 
learnership programme that has provided training and employment opportunities for at least 500 
young South Africans per year. 

The learnership programme was developed in partnership with the Transport Education and Training 
Authority (TETA). Each learnership consists of a theoretical and a practical component. For the 
practical component, learners are placed in a working environment, giving them valuable on-the-job 
experience. They earn a stipend while they train and when they complete the learnership, they receive 
a qualification that is recognised by the National Qualifications Framework (NQF). 

SADSTIA members have developed and implemented seven learnerships that are recognised and 
certified by the NQF.  These are: 
•	 National Certificate Fishing Operations (NQF Level 2)
•	 National Certificate Maritime Operations (NQF Level 3)
•	 National Certificate Environmental Practice (NQF Level 3) 
•	 National Certificate Fish and Seafood Processing (NQF Level 3)
•	 National Certificate Generic Management (NQF Level 4 & 5)
•	 National Certificate New Venture Creation (NQF Level 2) 
•	 National Certificate Domestic Services for People with  

Disabilities (NQF Level 1). 

The world is his oyster 
Xolani Phaya’s career in the fishing industry 
began in 2015 when he graduated with 
an Honours degree in Environmental and 
Water Science from the University of the 
Western Cape. To gain experience and make 
the transition from university to a working 
environment, Mr Phaya attended a NQF Level 
Five Generic Management Learnership at 
Selecta Sea Products in Philippi. 

Soon after he completed the learnership, Mr 
Phaya was employed by Selecta Sea Products 
as a Quality Controller. Today he is head of 
Quality Assurance at Selecta Sea Products 
and working towards a Masters Degree in 
Hydrobiology at JiLin Agricultural University 
in Changchun City, China. Mr Phaya won a 
Chinese Government Scholarship, which is 

supplemented by the DAFF. He has the full support of his 
employers and will receive the salary and benefits of a full-
time employee for the duration of his studies. 
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A focus on food security

Since 2012, the Oceana Foundation has invested  

R6.3 million  
in food-related initiatives in communities 

neighbouring its South African operations. 

This has included providing about 

1 242 460 meals  
through the donation of Lucky Star  

canned fish – valued at over R3.5 million.

And investing  

R1.6 million 
 in the refurbishment of nine school  

feeding kitchens. 

In 2017, the Oceana Foundation invested 

R310 000 
 in establishing three food gardens at schools  

in Lambert’s Bay, Elands Bay and Grafwater.

Since 2012, the Oceana Foundation has invested R6.3 million in food-related initiatives in communities 
neighbouring its South African operations. This has included providing about 1 242 460 meals through 
the donation of Lucky Star canned fish – valued at over R3.5 million – and investing R1.6 million in the 
refurbishment of nine school feeding kitchens.

In 2017, the Oceana Foundation invested R310 000 in establishing three food gardens at schools in 
Lambert’s Bay, Elands Bay and Grafwater. 

The food garden at PW De Bruin Primary School in Lambert’s Bay has been particularly successful. 
This is due to the mentorship provided by the non-governmental organisation, Root-to-Grow and the 
dedication of the school staff, learners and community volunteers who ardently tend the garden. As a 
result of its success, the school has been able to sell produce not used by the school feeding scheme 
to a local supermarket and has also donated vegetables to community care centres. The learners have 
started growing their own gardens at home, thereby further enhancing food security in the community. 
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When local businesses thrive, the whole community benefits  

Sea Harvest spends an estimated R100 million per year doing business with small- and medium-sized 
suppliers on the Cape west coast, the majority of which are black-owned. 

A good example of the benefits of Sea Harvest’s affirmative procurement policies is Mr Suleiman Adjiet, 
who began his transportation business with one taxi and an opportunity to transport Sea Harvest’s 
seagoing employees to and from work. 

By 2004, Mr Adjiet had saved sufficient capital 
to start a second company: SHR Transport. 
He bought a cold storage truck and began to 
bid for contracts to deliver frozen hake from 
Saldanha to Cape Town. 

Today, Mr Adjiet’s businesses own 20 taxis 
and 12 freezer trucks and he is responsible for 
transporting frozen hake right across South 
Africa. 

Solving the problem of learner transport 

Over the past six years, the Oceana Foundation has helped a number of west coast schools to tackle 
the perennial problem of learner transportation. It has donated 11 minibuses with a combined value of 
more than R4 million to schools in St Helena Bay, Vredenburg, Hout Bay and Lamberts Bay.

Silikamva High School in Hout Bay and St Helena Bay Primary School are just two of  
11 west coast schools that received minibuses from the Oceana Foundation.

Community 

building

Community 

building

Community 
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Saving lives at sea  
SADSTIA members are among the biggest corporate sponsors of the National Sea Rescue 
Institute (NSRI), a registered non-profit organisation that is focused on saving lives on South 
African waters. 

The NSRI is often first on the scene when accidents happen at sea. Its rescue service covers 
more than 3 000 kilometres of coastline and the major inland dams. 

Members of NSRI rescue crews are all unpaid volunteers and the success of the organisation is 
largely dependent on the generous support of approximately 82 000 individuals and companies 
that fund its vital work. While most NSRI donors are private individuals who make an average 
donation of R50 per month, five of SADSTIA’s members are “platinum” or “gold” supporters of the 
organisation; they make a large annual contribution towards the NSRI’s operating costs.  

Viking Fishing plays its part in vital training exercises 
The evacuation of severely injured or ill patients from vessels working off the coast of South Africa 
requires highly skilled pilots and well-trained medics and rescue personnel. Regular training exercises 
enable rescuers from the South African Air Force, the NSRI’s Air Sea Rescue division and the Western 
Cape Emergency Medical Service to become familiar with conditions at sea, and practice rescue drills 
in a safe and controlled environment. 

In recent years, Viking Fishing has contributed significantly to the training of pilots, medics and rescue 
personnel by making its trawlers available for airborne sea rescue exercises. One of the benefits of these 
exercises has been to increase the knowledge and capability of fishing skippers and crews, so that they 
may play an active role in sea rescues if and when a situation demands it.  
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July 18 is Mandela Day! 
Each year on Mandela Day, I&J employees show 
their support for the major community-based 
organisations (CBOs) supported by I&J. These are 
the Peninsula School Feeding Association, the 
Service Dining Rooms and Grandmothers Against 
Poverty and Aids.

Every July 18, a large number of I&J employees 
contribute their time and energy towards pre-
paring meals that are later distributed to needy 
communities by the CBOs. 

Supporting the professionals of tomorrow  
Between 2010 and 2015, the Sea Harvest Foundation awarded almost 300 bursaries to students from 
Saldanha Bay. In 2017 alone, a total of R297 000 was awarded to 31 young people from the West Coast 
region who are studying at tertiary institutions in 2018. Their fields of study vary from law, tourism, 
consumer science and navigation, to commerce, biochemistry and engineering. Pictured here are 
fourth year and PhD students. Back row:  Nortimer Barry, Lise Barnard (PhD candidate), Terence Brown 
(operations director of Sea Harvest), Tyron Cloete, Ashwille Brutus and Aslam Dalwai. In front are 
Kirsten Wicomb, Sarkina Dalwai and Chanté Clarke. 
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GÜNTHER KOMNICK STUDIO 021 531 7798

www.sadstia.co.za

SADSTIA is an association of South African trawler owners and 
operators. SADSTIA’s members participate in a sustainable and well-
managed MSC-certified fishery, produce food, sustain at least 7 050 
jobs and generate valuable export earnings and taxes for South Africa. 

The South African trawl fishery for hake is the only fishery in Africa to be 
certified by the Marine Stewardship Council, the world’s leading certification 
and eco-labelling programme for sustainable, wild-caught seafood.


